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Bland Valley State University, Allenduli, Michigan

April Fools Day, 1989

$16 Million Building for Stagnate
Senate to be Erected by 1990
By Sy W reck
In-Deep Reporter

The Bland Valley Stagnant
Senate, Thursday, approved the
construction of a $ 16 million office
and recreation center to house the
new offices for senate members.
Senate P resident C andie
Howling believes the move is good
for the image of the Senate.
“Right now we are cramped in
the Kiikhof Center, we need more
space to better represent the student
body,” Howling said. “Let’s face
it, what’s good for the senate is
good for the student body.”
The building is slated to be
constructed in the field between
the Kirkhof Center and the
Fieldhouse.
Construction is
scheduled to begin nextspringand
be completed by the fall semester
of 1990.
Howling said the senators have
worked hard to represent the
students and are now rewarding
themselves for their diligent work.
“In a survey of the senate, the
senators approved the building
unanimously. They also indicated
that they believe they have
responsibly represented the needs

swimmingpool, sauna, lockers and
of the student body in the
a basketball court
approval,” she said.
The third floor will have
“We had two meetings where
twelve-lane
bowling alley and
the student body could come and
video
game
parlor.
voice their opinions,” Candie went
BVSU President, Errant “Son
on to say. “Despite the fact that no
Of”
Flubbers, while expressing
one but the senate knew we were
approval
of the plans, felt that more
considering this, two people did
needed
to
be done. “I think the
show up. Their opinions were,
senate
has
a
good idea here, but I
however, drowned out by my
don’t think they understand the
quoting ofRobert’s Rules o f Order
administrative tradition of elitist
and were therefore considered
parking lots. If they can get the
m oot”
architects
to include an
The funds for the building come
underground
parking
ramp and
from several sources: contributions
atrium,
then
I
think
we’ll
from the administration totaling
something to work with.”
$1
m illion,
door-to-door
Howling
stressed
the
solicitation totaling $1.4 million,
opportunities
for
student
proceeds from the female senator’s
employment in the new facility.
bikini posters massing $28.03 and
She explained, “Since the senate
the re st totaling $13,599,971.97,
has
already banned the use of
from expected revenue generated
eondom
machines, w e’ll have to
by the upcoming Student Money- '
have
attendants
running condom
or-Your-Life Fee.
stands,
or
perhaps
condom wagons,
Plans for the three*story building
like
those
cute
little
hot dog carts
were presented at last week’s
you
see
in
big
cities.”
meeting. The first floor will house
“I think the next action for the
senators’ air-conditioned offices
upgrading of the school,” “Son
complete with hot tubs acquired in
O f’said, “would be to have Candie
the recent administrative purchase
rename
The Lanioon, or perhaps
of the Hot Tubs Spa near the
just
grind
it up into fish food for
downtown campus.
the
aquarium
in my office.”
The second floor features a small

WBVU-TV Alters Format

Two new shows will drastically change WBVU's programming format
in the next few weeks. Above, the cast does warm-ups on the set of
"Jane Honda's Anaerobic Excercise Show."
Photo!Hot 71 Cooley

Lifelong Centers' Suites
Allowed to go Coed
By A. Shuster
Pseudo Writer

Take That!
Middle managers for NRA were tried and found guilty last week when BVSU Superior Court decided that
they were involved with the big "Spider Collusion" ring to corner the market for the little critters. The
managers were sentenced to death by pie cremation. BVSU students could take part in the sentencing by
throwing the cremes for 50( a throw. NRA Director Jug Krunk was not executed as he is still at large
somewhere in West Allenduli
Photo!Jewels Ann Dinger

The BVSU Lifelong Centers
are no longer going to be coed by
halls but instead will be coed by
rooms.
A survey was taken by the
Housing Department, during the
1988 fall semester, asking students
who were currently living in the
centers if they let their boyfriends
or girlfriends spend the night in
their rooms on a continual basis.
The response to this survey showed
a high percentage of students
sharing the room with their “lover.”
The survey originated as a
result of complaints pouring into
the Housing Department from
roommates complaining about
having to share a room with three
people (two roommates and the
“lover”). The survey proved that
the problem is serious and in need
of a solution.
A spokesperson from the

Housing Department stated that
the plan for the living centers will
be to let the mixed couples live
together. “1 know the plan seems
to be a radical one for BVSU but it
is the only solution.”
The spokesperson continued to
say that, “The students are already,
in a sense, living together. This
way they will not be bothering
anyone else.”
The problem the Housing
Department is running into is the
fact that both lotteries have been
completed and students are already
placed in the centers. ‘T o avoid
the hassle of shuffling prospecu ve
residence around to accommodate
these new living arrangements
there will be a new lottery
scheduled by me and my
em ployees,” commented ihe
spokesperson.
All students wishing to reside
in the Living Centers will need to
fill out the required forms and
submit them to the Housing
Department by April 1, 1989.

Funds Tan Booths

By A. Shunter
Piuedo Writer

It’s getting to be that time of
year when the fashion turns to
short shorts and tank tops. Jealous
of the friend who has a jum p on
that tan from Spring Break?
Embarrassed to show your albino
legs while sun tanning?
Well tbeFieldhouse is the place
to go.
The Stagnant Senate is funding
for Quad Tanning Booths to be
installed in the Pieidhouse and all
BVSU students are welcome to
use these at no expense. Yes, the
Stagnant Senate will be placed in
the "red” as a result o f this project
but they look forward to next year’s
The-Money-or- Your-Life Fee to
puD them out.

BV Buys Up More Land Near
L.
V,
Neverhard
Center
By Sy

There will be three quad booths
W rack
In-DMp Reporter
installed in the lower level o f the
Pieidhouse. These quads am larger
Bland Valley State University
than the normal tanning booths
continues to expand its holdings
and it will enable more students to
near the L.V. Neverhard Center.
tan at the same time. Swimsuits
According to BVSU President
are optional
Errant “Son Of” Flubbens, Bland
One BVSU student commented
Valley has agreed to buy the Hot
that, “It’s like the N £ . (Nude
TUb S p rtw o blocks east o f the
Beaches) in California, everyone
downtown campus.
just silting around in the “buff”
He said the price was right to
tanning.”
buy
the Happy HourBar last month
“You don’t have to be on a
and another good “deal ju st
waiting list or schedule time to use
happened to come along” for the
the quads, there is room for
spa.
T h is com pletes the
evetyone! ” was a statement from a
university’s acquisition o f all the
theater major.
buildings w ithinafour block radius
The new tanners are scheduled
toopen April 1. So spread on the
o f the Neverhard Center. “Son
O T denied the reports that the spa
oil and tone up your tan at the New
purchase was his lastest move in
BVSU Quad Tanners.
an ongoing game o f monopoly with

the president of Ferris State
Univenity.
“There was no way we could
pass on another (good) deal that
allows us to expand our property,”
Flubberssaid. “W earecommitted
to(the)grow th(ofour institution.)
Now, we only need the red ones
and Boardwalk.”
BVSU officials agreed to buy
the spa at a price o f $238,000,000.
The owner, D ick’T m all Spa”
Pulawski, could not be reached for
comment as he was vacationing in
Rio.
Physical Plant director Terry
Stacked agreed the deal wasa solid
investment for the future o f Bland
Valley.
“The property is valuable. Five
years from now if we wanted, to
expand, it would have costa whole

HOTROOD6RS!
RAC€ f/fN S !
THIS fRIDAt NIGHT I

4 CAR-CRUSHING
HOURS OF PURE
SPUD LITE AND BVSTAGNANT SENATE PROUDLY PRESENT

mm*
M

Seedy
School of
Business to
Offer New
Program
By Adam Smith
Business Writer*I

MONSTER

i*

lot more money to buy,” he said.
According to Stacked, the
owner will not retain any of the hot
tubs or spa equipment in the
building. He said one of the hot
tubs w ill be placed in the
administrative lounge, others in
the new Stagnant Senate offices
and the rest sold to interested
students for possible use in the
Lifelong Centers.
“We have a lot of (good)
equipment here to sell,” Flubbers
said. “I know the school will take
a hath (in the success of this
purchase.)”
Stacked said the funds to
purchase the bar came from the
revenue generated by the condom
machines in the Fieldtause.
“We make a nickel on each
condom and are bringing an
average profitof$5,000a weekend
from the machines. With money
like thatcoming in, we could easily
afford the addition,” Stacked said.
A Bored o f Control member,
who asked to remain anonymous,
said the sale should go through the
April m eeting pretty easily.
“Along with the sale, the entire
board
reciev ed
discount
memberships from the sister
company Hot Tub Spa II on 28th
street,” he said. “I knew being a
Bored of Control member would
be a good deal— cars, free
condom s, and now a spa
membership!”

r

FRIDAY NIGHT IS THE TIME!!!
BVSU FEILDHOUSE IS THE PLACE!!
SEE 15 OF ALLENDULL'S TOP-FUEL PULLERS AS THEY COMPETE
FOR CASH, PRIZES AND THE GRAND PRIZE: A YEARS SUPPLY OF
LARIAT HERBACIDE, FOR THAT NASTY CRAB GRASS!
EXPEREIN CE THE AMAZING STAGNANTSENATE POM PON/SQUAD
AS THEY ALLOCATE THEIR WAY INTO YOUR HEART
SO DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS PRIME-TIME

A C T IO N !!
AND REMEMBER: BLAN D V A LLE Y'S STA G N A N T SEN A TE SAYS:
"KNOW W H EN TO SAY W H E N !"

The Seedy School of Business
has started a new foreign study/
entrepenurship program for
International Relations majors.
The program is the result of four
I years’ work and research by Seedy
administrators.
Developed in conjunction with
theMacDonald’sCorporation, the
Seedy program will involve
I students in a total business and
cultural experience.
A Seedy spokesperson told the
Lanloon the program’s goals are
twofold.
“We want to give students a
chance to get hands-on experience
in starting a business, and also
gain a knowledge of how to
successfully adapt to a strange,
new culture. We can’t think of a
[ better way to learn cultural
exchange than through direct
application of business and social
ideas.”
Applications will be taken
through April for the Fall 1989
program. Students will be living in
India, working to establish fastfood franchises outside major
urban areas. Course offerings will
include business, accounting and
sociological classes.
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WBVU-TV to Change Programming; Adds 2 New Shows
By H.S. Thompson
Lantoon Couch Potato

WBVU-TV Lands Legondary Bob Fila!

Aflcr a disappointing "Festival
’89" membership drive, station
management at WBVU-TV has
announced major changes in
locally produced programming.
According to Development
Manager David Funcle, “the
station realizes that the area’s
audience has been changing, and
WBVU has not kept pace (with
them). We’re now working on
programming that reflects the
changing market for high-quality
television in the West Michigan
area.”
Station Manager XXXXX on
Monday introduced two of the
station’s new shows. The
presentation, prepared by the local
PR firm of Jinny Seythru and
Associates, included segments
. - - ______
the new
shows.

Bob Fila, a well-known do-il yourselfer, was hired by WBVU to host the up and coming This Old Crack
House." Below, Fila introduces the audience to this week's project. Above, Fila stresses, " Don't ignore
those critical emergency exits."
.......... .... PhotolStu "OK, So I'm Old" MacKenzie

Bored of Control to Lower Admission
Standards to Ease Overcrowding
By Slap Maxwell
('uicst Sensationalist
Responding to student tint!
faculty charges that Bland Valley
classrooms sutler Irotn extreme
overcrowding, the MV SI Bored
ol Control announced sweeping
enrollment policy changes at its
Marc h meeting I he new police
o'liters an Hind drastic al K lowerine

nnilIment requirements a im nc
lli.il the Hi He ll c out. nd s vS ill case .1
111'lilciiine spac e s itii.it mu

Boied ( 'hair|ieisnii M.1\ 1nu 1111
Swansong e xplained the police '
1 atintialc
"W e ec 1 1 >me to
understand that 1.u s i n g admissions
standards m an attempt to limit
enrollment is no! winking It s the
job ol [ugh sc In mis ti 1 put kids min
colleges W hclicecr esc raise the
standards, thee Im daw ae to raise

test results."
Idle Bored thinks it's found an
answ er in
re versing
this
''intelligence inflauon” syndrome.
Swansong detailed the' Bored's
unique approach in an exclusive
interview with the l.antoon
"Our new |x>hc > will diop
enrollment ree|uirenienlsaliiiost m
halt I hat is, it minimum A< I
scores were pre\m usk 111 ills' 1S to
I'* range we're now going to
,k ee'pl pel iple w h o Si ole' ') I n 1(1
<hit Prighsh plaee'iiient exams,
w Im h luxe alw,0 s Ix e lie x|K'iisi\ e
to administer anewas, are' Being
I'liiiiinated A ll we want to see is
someone able to give a sample ol
their signature, like on a c heck or
promissory note II that student
can sign his or her name legibly
with lewer than two misiukcs.
(hex re Bland Valiev material "

Idie new lowered standards pave
the wav for the Bored’s master
stroke. According to Swansong,
"It's very staightlorward by only
accepting hall-asscd students,
we ll lv able to put tw ice as many
in each classroom Vi e don I
antic ipate hax mg to add anx new
b111111111'.1s K'lore I'tO-J with this
pi 'll, X
\\ heii asked lor prool that the
polk x will p iix lik c ilk' piedicled
lesiilts. Swansong revealed that
loi the' past lice years the Borc'il
has k en testing the' idea w ith iie'w
l.le tills
"W c'ce onlv hue'll halI assed
piolessorssince 1BK4 ,and haxen t
had to add any significant amount
ol new o il ice space to accomodate
them W e'ie confident that this
will w01 k with students, too

The first of the new shows, This
Old Crack House, is aimer) at a
new generation of do-ityoursclfcrs. According to XXXX,
"We just recently came to
understand that 'being busted’
means exactly that. . . there arc
more and more crack houseowners
out there who need information on
how to repair the damage done
after police complete a raid on the
premises.”
In a high-tech age of exploding
tear-gas cannisters and armorplated battering rams, what used
to be a simple raid often becomes
a major remodeling project.
XXXX commented, “When
your assets arc confiscated and
your available cash is tied up in
lawyers’ retainers and bail bonds,
most people just don’t have the
money a vai lable to h ire a con tracter
toconductrepairs. ThisOldCrack
House shows what sweat equity
can do to bridge that gap.”
Two episodes of the program,
hosted by local building expert
Bob Fila, have already been shot.
The First installment emphasizes
the need for crack house owners to
have adequate local permits.
Fila summed up the first show,
saying, “We want to make sure
everyone understands the
importance of getting the right
paperwork. Permits and the like
should always be prominently
displayed. You can save a lot of
lime by having such basic
documents as a building permit,
bail ticket, and your lawyer’s
number handy in case of a ‘surprise
inspection’. Also, keep a list of
your court appearance dates posted
around the work site. Make a
schedule and stick to it.”
The second installment focuses
on how to develop plans. Fila uses
Abnorm Abrams, of the popular
PBS series The New Yankee
Cracksman, to dem onstrate
architectural planning techniques.
Abrams guides viewers through
the complicated decisions facing
any crack house owner.
“Do you replace those busted
out windows, or just cover the
openings with plywood? What
provides the best security, an
expensive steel door, or an

automatic weapon in a hidden
closet? Abnorm’sgot just the kind
of experience our viewr’sean take
advantage of.”
Fila expressed confidence about
the show, noting a strong response
from the community during the
first two episodes’ filming.
“We were amazed at the number
of interested folks who stopped by
the crack house to check out what
we were doing. It was very
encouraging to see the constant
stream of bodies going in and out.
I think the show’s going to be a hit,
a real blast.”
The second new show, Jane
Honda’s Anaerobic Exercise
Show, was created by WBVU in
response to another previously
untapped audience.
XXXX put it sim ply—
“Everywhere you tum, there’s an
aerobic exercise show. But what
about people who don’t like
oxygen?”
“The anaerobic exercise show
gives smokers and factory workers
a chance to engage in what they
like doing best. We try to keep the
show varied. Some days we’ll do
menthols, other days “lights”, and
on days when we feel like
challenging the audience, we’ll tear
the filters off and get down.”
With the number of people who
are quitting smoking starting to
taper off, station management sees
an opportunity to attract a new,
dedicated audience.
XXXX elaborated, “There are
people out there with money to
spend on public television, but we
just haven’t been providing them

with what they want to see. We
want to let these people know that
we’re interested in providing
information and entertainment for
them. Besides, while tobacco
companies can’t advertise on
television, there’s nothing stopping
them from providing as wqith grant
money.”
Bored of Control members
informally polled by the Lantoon
expressed support for the new
program ming options. One
member summed up the Bored’s
feelings, saying, “Hey it’s money.
What else are we here for?”

NRA Announces New
Food Plan for Fall
By Jimmy Olsen

Foods-Kinda-Sewer Writer

The NRA Food? Service has announced a new budget meal plan for
the Fall of 1989. Jug Krunk, director of NRA Food? Services, said the
new plan, dubbed the “Itza Bambi Option”, is designed to help those
students “who want to help themselves.”
According to Krunk. students can pay $55, for which they will receive,.
for three days, the use ol a .22 caliber rifle, a box of shells and a bright
flashlight
Krunk vud, "Most people don’t have classes at night, and what with
the union people here being busy with counting money and breaks all
day, letting people go shining alter deer down in ihc ravine seems like
a gixxl alternative fixxl plan.’
Freezer space would ihcn be made available on a $2 pcr-cubic-foot
per-week basis, lor as long its storage was needed.
Krunk emphasized that dressing and cleaning carcasses would be the
responsibilty of students, altluxigh he didn't rule out the possibility ol
hiring students as rcndcrcrs, if the new plan drew a large response.
Krunk also announced a new contest for ihc dose of the year. Called
•'Flicka, Flicka”, the contest resembles a quiz. show. Krunk explained
See NRA. p. 4
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Unusual Happenings in
MLB for 1989 Season
By Joe "T hink I'm Not Loud?" Lowden
Sport* Writer

coed roommates in the
is deciding whether or not to
spas fo r their suites.
PhotolHot 'n Cooley

NCAA Tournament Full of
Upsets; Pickles are Favored

Spring is definitely here. Students patience
is wearing thin with classes, and the pressure
of finals is drawing near. Yes, spring is in the
air and that m eans.. . baseball.
In less than a week, the first pitch of the
1989 season will be thrown. Before this
happens, I am going to throw out some real
baseball predictions. As I look into my crystal
“base” ball, I see many unusual happenings
1989.
Starting in the Western Divisions, I see bad
things for the Los Angeles Dodgers, of the
National League.
It appear? that M argo Adams, the former
mistress of Wade Boggs, finds another victim.
This time it is Orel Hershiser, who flees to
Japan to pitch and avoid a lawsuit Also,
Tommy Lasorda, the Dodger skipper, has to
have his stomach pumped from overeating
his pasta and linguini.
As a result the former champion Dodgers
fall to last place, and the Atlanta Braves will
win the division. That’s right, the boring
Braves will win the National League West,
with a record high home attendance of over
900 people.
And Darrell Evans, a formerTiger, will be
the oldest player to win the MVP. Evans will
match his age in homers (41), and his weight
in average (290).
In the American league, the Oakland A’s
Jose Canseco will have more speeding tickets
than home runs (30), and will be so huge from
steroids that the A’s will use him for the team
bus.
The surprise this year will be the Seattle
Mariners, with Jeff “call me Jeffrey”
Leonard. I think Milwaukee fans were glad
to see conceited #00 go. But baseball fans
might have an eyesore in seeing Leonard with
the Mariners in this years LCS, as the Mariners
win the American League West.
In traveling back east, the crystal “base”

boll reflects the New York Meta again in
turmoil. Onceagain D arryl Straw berry will
charge the mound, after being hitaccidentally
by a pitching machine, in batting practice
Strawberry ends up on the lS-day disabled
list after the pitching machine throws him a
haymaker. And the Mels finish in the
basement
Who will win first place in the National
League East? Who else but the Cubbies. The
Chicago Cubs made some brilliant off-season
deals. The best was trading Rafael Palmeiro,
second in the National League and pretty
solid defensively, for Mitch Williams, a lefthanded reliever who throws in the mid-toupper90’s, but only God knows where. What
adeall Thattradealonecouldwinthe National
League pennant for my favorites, the Chicago
Cubs.
This leavesonemoredivision, the American
League East After the Baltimore Orioles win
this division, nothing will stop the O’s. Last
year was a fluke for this team. Admit it, no
team could play as horribly as they did in 1988
- and say they weren’t just kidding around.
They’ll see success between Frank
Robinson as the Orioles manager, and the
rebirth of the old uniforms from the era when
RobinSon played, an era with Brooks
Robinson, Jim Palm er, and Earl Weaver.
This year’s Orioles will get a feeling of deja
vu, bring the former greats out of retirement,
and will win the World Series. Of course the
only thing that will help the Orioles win the
World Series would be to turn back the clock.
In a nutshell my crystal “base” ball shows
the 1989 picture as follows:

A.L. EAST WINNER:
Parody
in
the
tournament
is
great,
but
this
Baltimore Orioles
By Timothy Padot
year Mr. NCAA has gone a little bit overboard.
(World Series Champions)
Sports Writer
There are no Cinderellas, no freshmen
AJL. WEST WINNER:
Who would have figured this year’s Final sensations, and no great teams.
Seattle Mariners
Four. Princeton’s 98-26 pounding of
My only hope left is North Dakota-Big
N.L. WEST WINNER:
Georgetown was perhaps the most Rock!
Atlanta Braves
unbelievable upset I’ve seen in my life.
Go Pickles!
N L . EAST WINNER:
I’m somewhat disappointed with
Chicago Cubs
Oklahoma’s loss to the S.W. Mississippi
(Pennant winner)
Central State University Doughnuts.
Well, believe it or not, that is what my
S.W.M.C.S.U is a very strong team, but I
crystal “base” ball says about the 1989 season.
honestly thought that the Sooners had a chance
But just remember, you didn’t hear it here
at the upset.
first.
Coach Billy Tubbs was yet another who
thought O.U had a slim chance.
In a post game interview he stated, “If we
could have just slowed down Abdull-Alla
Shamsi-Brick we might have had a chance,
but I give the freshman credit; 62 points and
38 rebounds is quite an accomplishment.”
Arizona? They never had a chance against
the Pickles from North Dakota Big-Rock.
This is perhaps the biggest team I’ve seen on
the court. Starting a 6’8" point guard, their
shortest player, shows that they are bound for
glory. What I didn’t expect was Sean Elliott
being held to three points (all on free throws)
and 1 rebound. The Pickles, I feel have the
talent and coach to go all the way.
The team to face them for the title is coming
odN jfjhe Midwest region, the Duke Blue
Devils. With starting names like Christian,
Quinn, and Danny they can’t go wrong. These
are the true to heart playground legends of the
Bronx, South Chicago, and the east side of
L.A.
The only reason 1 see the Pickles to beat
them for the title is because their quickness,
athletic abihty, and death defying playground
moves may cause them trouble. They don’t
have the fundamental sense of a UNL V team,
for instance.
April Fools!
Or is it? The reason I pick on the Final Four
teams is because 1truly don’t have much faith
in the history and traditions of the schools still
left. 1 would liked to have seen a John
Thompson, Dean Smith, Billy Tubbs, Lute
Olsen, or Denny Crum. These are die coaches Ever since BVSU's spider embargo to South American nations started last month, prices have nearly doubled and are expected to triple
that have made the tournament what it is.
by the weekend if the boycott isn't cleared up by then
Photo/Stu "OK. so I'm old" MacKenue

Spider Prices on the Rise Again1.

AjGala Affair

Housing Growing
With Enrollment

President's
Set for
15

\

But is it fast enough to meet the demand?

By Elizabeth Paul
N ew s Writer

The competition for housing
continues, but as Grand Valley
grows, so do the numerous hous
ing units available for students.
An example of increasing hous
ing competition was found at
Grand Valley Apartments. Even
though GVA is only 75 percent
full now, students slept outside the
apartment club house to reserve a
space for next fall.
The question at hand is: "Is
Grand Valley meeting the student's
demand for housing?"
According to Rick Hank, Di
rector of Housing, the need for
housing is being attended to.
Apartment complexes continue
to develop new opportunities for
students looking for more choices
in off-campus housing.
Campus West plans to build
three new buildings this summer,
which will house an additional 144
people. They will also finish their
recreation building containing
laundry facilitiesandagameroom.
In theolderapartmcnts, students

have the option of paying
own utilities or having them added
on to the rent.. Students can also
choose between a balcony or a
solarium apartment.
Cardinal Industries has plans to
build an apartment complex on
52nd Ave. off of M-45. The new
complex, called University Club
Apartments will be located almost
directly west of thb Campus West
complex.
There are plans to build a road
that will connect 52nd and Cam
pus Drive, helping students to
avoid the busy intersection of 48th
and M-45.
Cardinal Industries hopes to
have 184 spaces available for next
fall and an additional 32 places the
second year. Housingwillbemore
of a duplex style.
Each section will have four
bedrooms, two baths, a kitchen
and a living room. Theientwillbe
a little higher than some places but
Apartment Manager, Tom Her
rington, feels the extra luxuries,
such as, dish washer and microwaves, are worth the price.
“We have more housing avail-

Allendale to
Allendale
Falls Short
Tim Syrek
News Writer
The campaign to raise funds has
fallen considerably short to help
the needy in Allendale's sister city
at Grand Valley State University.
The GVSU Student Senate and
Allendale, Ml both began drives
to gather money to help the tornado
ravaged small town of Allendale,
IL.
The Senate set a goal of $5,000
to aid reconstruction of the town,
while Allendale, MI set a goal of
$

10, 000.

Andrea Battjes, of the GVSU
Student Senate, said the lack of
support for the fund raiser was
-------------—
“We made some mistakes in the
fund drive,” she said.
The Senate was only able to
collect about $70 for the small
town of 613 people.
“We set out tables to collect
money, maybe if we had some sort
of fundraiser we could have done
better,” Battjes said.
Jim Beelen, Allendale Township
treasurer, said thecommunity drive
fell short of its goal.
“We thought we could raise the
See ALLENDALE, p. 8

By Ann M arie Meldrum
N ew s Editor

The final plans have been laid
for the Third Annual President’s
Ball. The “Gala Affair” will be
held April 15, from 6 pm . until 1
am ., in the Kirkhof Center.
The Student Senate and a spe
cial President’s Ball Committee
Over the summer, Campus West plans to buildfacilities fo r 144 more
are sponsoring the event, hosted
occupants.
~
by President Arend Lubbers and
Candace Cowling, Student Senate
President Other honorees are
Stephen Ford, Library Directorand
able on and off campus than ever
Apartments are reserved for up
George MacDonald, Director of
before in the history of Grand
per-classmen. Residents who wish
Intercollegiate Activities.
Valley,” commented Hanke.
to continue to live in the Ravines,
The KirkhofCenter will be trans
On campus {done there are three
can return in a group of four and
formed into a collage of various
types of heusing-- Residence Halls,
automatically reserve an apart
themes. Each floor will contain an
Living Center I, and Ravine Apart
ment.
elegant setting suitable for a “Gala
ments.
Some students have complained
Affair.”
Last week the “squatters” had
about the method of choosing who
According toSteven Veldkamp,
their lottery and the second lottery
will be placed, but according to
Committee member, the evening's
events begin with hors d ’oeuvres
for others wishing to continue resi
Hanke, it is a fair method that
in the Mainsail Lotmgeat 6 p.m.
dence lefta long waiting list. There
benefits the students who get to
Student and faculty art exhibits
is also a waiting list for men want
pick their own roommates, and the
will be the decor for the lounge.
ing to live in Living Center I.
housing department..
The Faculty String Quartet will
Living Center I and the Ravine
-perform.
Dinner will follow at 7:30 pm in
the Promenade Deck the room will
show a flare {or the school colors,
blue, black and white.
Shorts and s T-Shirts
After dining, guests may so
abounded on G rand
cialize in the main lobby and listen
Valley's campus earlier this
to piano music featuring vocals by
w eek as spring arrived with
student Franklene Hodges. Foun
sunshine and warm
tains and imported plants and flow
ers will create atmosphere for the
temperatures. Students
lobby.
took advantage o f the
“The Edge” will begin cranking
unseasonably warm
out dance music at 9 p.m. in the
weather by taking trips to
CrowsNesL ThegroupisaTop40
G rand Haven, wearing
and Classic Rock band from Grand
summer clothes, jogging
Rapids.
and playing Frisbee. Rain
Extra events offered during the
and cooler temperatures,
Gala Affair will be horse drawn
carriage rides around campus, valet
however, returned to W est
parking
and a photographer who
M ichigan before mid-week.
will take portraits for $6.
Tickets can be purchascdat the
Photo! Bob Cooley
Kirkhof Center Information Desk
for $15 per person.
The event is formal. A tuxedo
company will be on campus March
30 and April 4 from 10 a.m. till 4
m. Men can rent a tux ior
for y+j.
$45.
_____
_________________pm

Latex Condoms Better for AIDS Prevention
(News USA)— The nation’s
pharmacists have been advised to
recommend the use of latex con
doms to persons seeking advice on
AIDS prevention because there is
evidence that latex is safer than
natural skin condoms.
Pharmacists were told during
an AIDS educational session last
year to recommend the latex con
doms because there have been
studies, which show that natural

skin condoms may allow the AIDS
virus to transmit itself. The ses
sion was conducted by the na
tional association representing
independent retail pharmacists at
its annual meeting. Pharmacists
were warned to make sure that
patients know how to use con
doms, 84 percent of which are
purchased in pharmacies-almost
one-third by women.
This medical advisory also high

lights one of the important players
in the current battle against AIDS:
the local pharmacist who is in a
good position to provide a whole
range of professional educational
and counseling services on the
AIDS crisis.
Currently, there are more than
70,000 persons infected with AIDS
in this country and it will be the
leading cause of death this year for
males between 25 and 40 years

old.
Some of the key services that
the neighborhood pharmacist can
perform are to counsel apparent
drug abusers who are high risk
AIDS victims, and to advise per
sons who may be showing signs of
AIDS on the available drug treat
ment.
The neighborhood pharmacist
is also frequently able to recogSee CONDOMS, p. 8
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American Express Woos Students
(CPS>— American Express,
known as a company for business
executives and yuppies, unveiled
apian in mid-March to woo college
undergrads.
With bait like cheap airline fares
and magazine subscriptions, the
huge financial services firm says it
will start trying to tempt students
at the ljOOO biggest campuses in
the country to carry its credit card.
The move is emblematic of a
larger trend, various consumer
advocates say, of students being

able to get credit more easily during
the last three years.
And many of the consumer
advocates don't think the credit
card companies' new invasion of
American campuses is a very good
idea.
“(Students) are acquiring credit
at a time when they are poorly
suitedio use it wisely." said Mike
Heffer of Consumer Action, a San
Francisco lobbying group, when
told of the new American Express
effort.

HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED
DONATING PLASMA?
But...You aren't sure what plasma is used
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.
♦PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion
of blood, for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, hum and shock
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and
patients.
♦All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered
physical exam before donating, as well ns pass other specific
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require I & 112 hours o f your time.

You can earn $25.00 and help others

“Credit card* got me Info
financial trouble," agreed
Univeralty of Houston senior Scott
Pox. “I charged too much, and
didn't have the money to pay for it.
I am in the process of paying them
off now."
But the student market “is the
rightplace to be now” to sell credit,
said Celine Gallo of American
Express
(Am ex),
adding
undergrads probably will prove a
good source of business for the
company in the future.
“It’s importantto start early with
people who will be better earners,”
she said, noting students are just
starting to form brand loyalties.
As anyone who’s seen booths
set up at student unions can attest,
American Express’s ambitious
new effort is only the most recent
foray onto campuses for credit card
companies, which,until just a few
years ago, considered students as
risky and probably incapable of
repaying loans regularly.

Street Light May Shine
at M-45 & Campus West
The Student Senate Thursday
approved a recommendation to
shed light on the outskirts of
campus.
The recommendation will
hopefully result in a street light at

a long serious look at H,” he said.
“Usually when the senate approves
something like this, there is a need
and the administration usually
responds.”
The main reasons the senate

48th St. and West Campus Drive,
according to Andrea Battjes, of

approved the light were due to the

Student Senate.
“We are constently trying to

increasing enrollment and traffic
at that intersection along with the

improve the school for the

increase in housing in the area.

students.” Battjes said.
She said the intersection is dark
and cars often go zipping by it.
The recommendation was sint
to Physical Plant Director, Terry
Sach.
According to Sach, the proposal
seems like a good idea
“The senate approved the

PUTUSTOTHETEST
S5AT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT • LSAT •
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
• OAT - TOEEL • NMB • NOB - NCLEX-RN • MSKP •
FMGEMS • FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE
If you have to take one of these tests, take KaplamLrst
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
one million students. Let us prove it to you.

by donating plasma tw ice each week.
Call or stop in at oar Barton Heights location.
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS
241-6335

recommendation and we will take

Both Sach and Battjes feel that
some action needs to be done. Sach
could not estimate the cost of the
light until further investigations
are made.
“The campus is continually
growing and improvements have
to be made," said Sach.

Eating Disorder
Support Group
.•

A support group for those
experiencing anorexia and/or
bulimia, and their families,
meetsever y Monday from 7:30
to 8:30 at Forest View Hospi
tal, 1055 Medical Park Drive,
SE. There is no charge. For

STANUYH KAPLANEDUCATIONALCENTIRLTD

2627 East Beltline S.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49506
957-9701

more information, call 9429610.
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The Question :

A Little Writing Experience
Can Go a Long Way

u had trouble getting housing for next year?

By E ric C. N ietling
Editor in Chief
Over the past year, I have talked to many professionals about
their careers and what they credited their success to. In almost
every case, a background with at least some sort of journalism or
writing experience gave them the extra edge in getting the job
they wanted.
O f course, most were in the communications field, but they
stressed the fact that anyone can benefit from experience on the
campus newspaper. For instance, a business majo'r could get
some management experience by managing some writers or
photographers, selling advertisements, or doing the payroll, and
balancing the budget
In any case, the message is clear. The school newspaper can
be a great resource for career related experience and what's more,
college credits can be earned through independent studies or
internships.
Here at The Lanthorn, we think it's time to be fair to students
and let them in on the secret. When I started working here, I had
no idea I could get credits until I overheard a couple of editors
bragging about taking a reduced load to complement their
editorship.
After inquiring into the matter, I found that instead of taking
15 solid credit hours and Dying to keep up with the paper at the
same lime, I could drop down to 12 credits and take an
independent study as an editor. At that time, nobody outside The
Lanthorn really knew what was available until they applied for a
regular job and had worked for a couple of months.
After talking with Lois Conn, a public relations professor who
sets up most internships in the school of communications, I was
told that there wasn't much response because not many students
know about it.
As a result, I have been campaigning to get more students
involved with the newspaper the easy way, offering college
credits. Let the students actually see the benefits of enhancing
their education and learn while they are in school not later on the
job.
The way I see it, a lot of students are sitting back and
repeating that familiar phrase "The Lanthorn is so boring." Well,
I'm giving them a chance to change all that.
Prior to joining The Lanthorn staff, I was in that same
position, I hardly ever read the paper. But after I started working,
I understood what it takes to put the paper out every week, for
thirty long weeks a year. It's hard. And it takes dedication-lots
o f iL
But that's what keeps me going-the challenge. And the fact
that if a sub-par issue gets put out, I'm going to have 10,000
people on my back.
That's where you come into the picture. Talk to your adviser
or come down and talk to us. Either way-youll be glad you did.

The Lanthorn Letters Section

My Turn
Your Turn To Speak Out
Bush Administration Should
Put More Effort into Birth
Control Testing
Dear Editor,
Women m ust hang on tothengbt of reproductive freedom
or they will never be able to control the quality of their lives.

TH E
TANTHORiN
GRAM)
VAIJ.I.Y
S I ATI'.
UMVHKSII Y

Jean Riedy
F r.H T M
I didn ’t have any problem getting
housing but there was a lot of
anxiety whether or not we got into
the Ravines. If not, we would have
had to go off campus.”

Steve M iljour
F r. Chem istry
‘Everything went really smooth. I
didn’t have any problems. I’m
living in the Ravines.”

F r. Psychology
”1 had trouble getting the housing
that I wanted.”

Jeff W ilson
F r. C rim inal Justice
“No, but we had to stay over night
to get the apartment we wanted.”

Interviews!Andy Karafa
Photos/Christina Hueber
k

Kelly K nappen
F r. Special Ed. Psych.
“We had our hearts set on the
Ravines but we ended up having to
choose the Living Centers. It’s a
little more money but we are still
excited.”

C athy W itkop
F r. Business
“Yes, I hated waiting for lottery.
After sitting there for an hour, there
were three apartments le ft We
don’t know what we would have
done off campus with only one car.
I was pretty mad.”

:

Until the Bush administration decides birth control testing
and research is worth looking into, desperate women will
end their unwanted pregnancies any way they can. In 1972
when we first won the right to legalized abortion it was to
save the lives of desperate women by offering them a
medically safe alternative to back alley birth control.
Millions of dollars are spent yearly defending both the
pro-choice and pro-life movements. Wouldn’t this money
have been better spent testing new methods and developing
a safer and more effective form of birth control? It seems we
have only been treating a sickness we should have been
preventing.
If abortion becomes illegal so will any other birth control
method that is used after conception, including the morning

Editor in Chief.................... .......Eric C. Niching
Features Editor........................Stuart MacKenzie
Sports Editor..................................Sarah Stinson
News Editor........................ Ann Marie Meldrum
Photographic Editor.....................Julie Edinger
Production Chief...........................................MarkGarbe
Business M anager..................... Stacie Schneider
Advertising M anager................. Laura Robinson
Office M anager.............................................. LoraLamb
Adviser......................................................... LillianSigal

after pill and the D & C’s for rape victims. Every day terrible
things are/discovered about the pill and the IUD. Unless
something is done, every time a woman has sex, in marriage
or out, she will be risking her life. I see this as grossly
unnecessary.
In America, women have crime a long way but are about
to take a giant step backwards. Children should not be forced
to have children any more than a middle aged women should
be forced to start a second family after successfully raising
her first. If Roe vs. Wade is overturned by the Supreme
Court next month, the battle between pro-life and pro-choice
will not be over, it will only intensify.
A. Richards

The Lanthorn is a student-run weekly publication. The majority of its
revenues are raised through the sale of advertising. The opinions expressed in
The Lanthorn do not necessarily reflect those of Grand Valley State University.
The Lanthorn's deadline for all ad material is 5p.m. THURSDAY.
The Lanthorn conducts business at the Kirkhof Center, Main Campus,
Allendale, Michigan, 49401. Phone: (616) 895-3120 or (616) 895-3608.
Subscriptions to The Lanthorn arc avaiLnble for $ 12 per school year. Make all
checks payable to "The Lanthom-G VSU."
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ALLENDALE
Prom p. 1
money, and rapport was strong at
first,” he said. "But after a while,
the money stopped coming.”
Beelen estimated the total
contributions at $3,500, far below
the target of $10,000.
“The drive had several things
against it,” he said. “People had
not yet recovered financially from
the holiday season and a local
school fund raiser took a lot of
money from this drive."

Even though the fluid drives
were not as successful as hoped,
both Battjes and Beelen are
satisfied with the fact that action
was taken.
“It was a good effort and both
Grand Valley and the residents of
Allendale can be proud of their
hard work,” Beieen said.

r College Students:

FUNDS
;• ' -■ i '

.

••
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Cancelled Concert Stirs Debate
With Administration at UNC
(CPS) - University o f North
Carolins-W ilm ington officials
canceled an April rap concert on
the campus, saying they wanted to
avoid the kinds of violence that
have m aned the rap groups’
appearances at other campuses.
Yet students at the universities
o f Maryland and Massachusetts
— two o f the campuses that UNCWibningtoo d ied as the scene of
violencewhen the groups appeared
there — say their concerts had
gone off alm ost flawlessly.
Some UNC students charge
administrators were more prone
to cancel the $18,000 concert

because the groups— Kid *n Play,
EPM D and B oogie Dow n
Productions — are comprised o f
black people.
Not so, replied Paul Eaglian, the
school’s lawyer. “The agent for
those groups required a security
rider we could not agree to.”
In their contracts, the groups
require concert promoters to place
mgtal detectors at entrances.
“There are a lot o f people who
wonderwhat would have happened
it a white-oriented band had
requested metal detectors,” said
Bruce Foley, a reporter for The
Seahawk, the campus paper.

Foley added UNC's Association
for Campus Entertainment, which
booked the April 8 concert,
assumed the rap groups probably
would have drawn a good number
o f black people from off campus
to the auditorium, thus making
ad m in istrato rs even more
uncomfortable.
Bringing big off-campus crowds
to cam pus events had made
adm inistrators at other schools
nervous, too.
On March 8, Yale University
officials canceled and April 7 Edie
See DEBATE, p. 15
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EDUCATION
IF YO U A R E INTERESTED IN RECEIVING
Scholarships* Fellow ships* Grants*
Y O U R E L IG IB IL IT Y I S G U A R A N T E E D !
re g a rd le ss o f fin a n c ia l statu s o r ac ad em ic p erfo rm an ce

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
,r» xK rW . “ I

1-800-283-8328

A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION
♦These funds DO NOT require reimbursement
ACADEMIC FINANCIAL ADVISORY PROGRAM
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nizeyouag personsju st beginning
to engage in sexual conduct and to
provide them and other with edu
cational material, guidance on
condoms and other AIDS preven
tion methods rad to help diem
decide whether they should visit a
physician.
The only current FDA- approved
drug therapy for AIDS is AZT
Retrovir which helps many vic
tims live longer because it slows
the replication of the HIV virus.
This means that die body’s im
mune system can still operate with
some effectiveness to protect
against other diseases. AIDS pa
tients generally die because their

immune system, is destroyed and
the local pharmacist era counsel
can not fight viruses such as pneu
the user on the drug's side effects,
monia or flu.
the proper method to store and
AZT Retrovir, made by Bur
adm inister the drug, instructions
roughs Welcome, Inc., costs about
for special circumstances such as
$9500per year per patient accord
restricted diets, high-stress physi
ing to Allen Heichman, an inde
cal activity, allergies and travel.
pendent pharm acist who runs the
The pharmacists’ association is
Boulevard Pharmacy in Fairfax,
providing AIDS-related materials
VA. Most of this is paid under
and programs to neighborhood
many health insurance plans.
druggists because “they are the
Heichman says that some AIDs
most accessible health profession
victims can obtain the drug for
als in the community” and there
free-or on a much lower cost bafore can play a very important role
sis-from government and privately - in educating the public about
funded AIDS clinics.
AIDS, its diagnosis, prevention
As in other medicaitons, both
and new treatment.
prescription and nonprescription,

If You're Tired of the High Cost of Utilities?

Grand Valley Apartments Has the Solution:
Come Live in NEW Solar Envelope
Buildings
p a
»

* Virtually Free Apartment Cooling
*Short Walk to Campus
*
*Modem Spacious Rooms, Fully Carpeted
^Convenient Laundry Facilities
*Large Clean Yard With Fire Pit
^Sunbathing Balconies and Porches
*Brand New Clubhouse
*81/2 Month lease not 9 Month
F a i l Rent a 2 bedroom furnished apartment for only
$728.00 month + electric and phone.

Summer: Rent a 2 bedroom furnished apartment for
the entire summer only $885.00
D
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Office in Clubhouse
WE DO HAVE
oqc
APARTMENTS
svs -o j M
AVAILABLE FOR THIS

FALL

Hours: 9:00- 11:00
2:30-4:00

M onday - Friday
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I was a big fan o f Fletch. The
movie inspired me to read the
boob. I quite understand why so
many fans
o f G regory
MacDonald’s wisecracking re
porter were so upset with the ver
sion Chevy Chree brought to the
screen. Although I understood
their objections, 1 still enjoyed
Chase’s portrayal o f Irwin Mau
rice Fletcher, ace reporter.
Now the same people who
brought us Fletch deliver Fletch
Lives. As I’ve stated before, I
prefer to judge sequels as if they
stood alone, rather than following
another movie. However, there
are those sequels that beg to be
compared to die first film. Beverly
Hills Cop II was a prime example
of a film that acted so much like
the original that a person sat there
saying, “Gee, I’ve seen this be

f

C

fore."
Unfortunately, I found m yself
doing that more than once in Fletch
Lives. However, for some reason,
this lousy way to m ate movies
worked for Fletch lives.
I don’t know why I enjoyed this
movie. I seem to have a double
standard. What appears ridicu
lous and old for Eddie Murphy
feeb natural and humorous for
Chevy Chase. Maybe Chevy does
better with ridiculous and oldstuff.
Perhaps it is the nature o f the
Chase’s humor that makes these
borrowed routines enjoyable. I
really don’t know. All I know is
that I am guilty, yes guilty, of
enjoying a film that really has
nothing in it to make a critic rec
ommend it, except a good time.
FletchLives is playing atStudio
28. It is rated PG.

I loaded up mv gun and headed
for the wild. Today, big game
would fall.
Cause I had my hat, on.
I rode my hone, fast
I kept my boots, dusty...
M yeyespeeledtheforest,Ispied
a ten-point buck loping through
the woods. It was too easy. Iam
a hunter.
I leapt from the caddie, gun in
hand, and made all kinds o f noire
to give the viedmafighting chance.
Useless.
It kept munching hay some
humanitarian had given him. S o l
threw a brick, alerting him to my
presence. Startled, he began to
pace warily.
Before he caught sight o f me, I
unloaded three rounds o f shot into
his thick hide. Shrieks rang through
the jungle. Birds caawed their
disapproval, little children led their
mothers over to all the excitem ent
I went down to collect my prey.
“There he is officer! That’s the
one who shot the poor giraffe!”
Before I could turn around, my
hands were bound behind me.
I looked downat my fallen prey.
It did have a rather long neck for a
deer.

ACROSS
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By Kris G air

Lines

By Kristoffer Gair
♦♦Madonna— Like A Prayer
For those of us who enjoyed
previous Madonna hits, the new
L.P. looked promising with the
release of the single “Like A
Prayer.” Simply put, I nearly
burned the damn thing when I
finally heard all eleven tracks! The
shock was like, Madonna? Gone
religious?? What the #$%@ is
this!?! She’s not got the image of
the most sexually innocent and
pure dame in the world. So who is
she trying to fool?
After listening to it a few more
times, I decided burning it might
not be the most intelligent thing to
do. “Like A Prayer is by far the
most appealing track. “Express
Yourself,” Cherish,” and “Till
Death Do Us Part(rumored to be
about the Madonfia/Penn mar
riage)” are okay, but nothing as
exceptional as “Open Your Heart’
or “Get Into The Groove.” They
aren’t as fast or danceable, rather
they remain anonymously mellow.
A co-produced, written, and sung
duct with Prince, “Love Song is
poorly performed. Let’s face it,
after “Purple Rain," Prince hasn’t
shown us that he has much talent
left “Love Song” is just further
proof he should go into early re
tirement. Most of the other tracks
are slow and lack the substance

‘Alright Rambo, what the heck
do you think yer doing?”
“Hunting.”
“In the middle o f the Detroit
zoo?"
W hoops. I had wondered about
the concession stands.
“Pretty sporting of you to shoot
the thing down in the middle o f it’s
----n
pen.
I tried to put together some jus
tification. “I’m doing a piece on
stupid people for Mutual o f
Omaha’s W ild Kingdom.”
“Well, why don’t we call Mar
lin from the station.”
Dang, I hope those were tran
quilizer bullets.
They hauled me away anddidn ’t
bother to check my story. It was
justa^well. But by this time I was
getting pretty agitated at my fra

fi
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and vital energy Madonna is known
for.
Another little surprise is the
space reserved on the inside of the
jacket cover informing us about
AIDS and how putting on a con
dom can save your life. The idea
behind the message is terrific! The
audience of listeners Madonna
attracts (mainly teens both young
and old) will be exposed to this.
Only good can come out of this
new technique.
In conclusion, we get the hit
single “Like A Prayer,” a L.P.,
C.D., or cassette imbued with the
aroma of patchouli, a heavy
woodsy perfume oil that lingers
for weeks, mixed into the glue that
binds the album jackets together,
and a warning about AIDS. Too
bad the album isn’t what we had
hoped for, tt may been something
special.
♦♦♦SigueSigue Sputnik: Dress
For Excess
Europe’s biggest popular hu
miliation is back. Yes, Martin
Degville, Tony James, Neal X,
Ray Mayhew, Chris Kavanagh,
and Miss Yana Ya Ya are giving it
another shot. Only this time, they
have the last laugh. Thefirstalbum,
Flaunt It, spawned the hits “Love
See SOUND, p. 11

For all of you who don’t like
reading Stephen King horror nov
els, give “The Eyes O f The
Dragon” a chance. It’s unlike
anything he’s ever written. Actu
ally, one o f his kids read half of
“Salem’sLot” andhad nightmares
for weeks, so he cooked this one
up.
The story takes place long ago
in the kingdom of Delain. The
King during this period has two
sons, Peter and Thomas. Peter is
bright, handsome and good while
his younger brother, Thomas, is
slow, stupid and ignorant As with
every story. rhere is a bad guy.
This time ‘round it is the King’s
magician, Flagg.
Flagg is evil and wants the King
dead for one reason; power. The
problem with his idea, however, is
Peter. Peter is next in line for the
throne and will never give in to
Flagg’s evil means. Flagg man
ages to solve this little difficulty
by framing Peter with the King’s
death.
Once Peter is sentenced to the
high tower for life/S om as takes
the throne. Over the next couple
of years, Peter finds out from his
true friends what Flagg is up to. At
once he sets out to free himself,
clear his name, and go after Flagg.
The ending leaves an opening for
a sequel involving another show
down between Peter and Flagg.
On the whole, the story is imagi
native, the characters lifelike, and
the action intense. A tale harmless
enough for children from an au
thor deadly enough to make over a
million dollars a book.

1 Heraldry: abbr.
4 List of
candidates
9 Prohibit
12 DOE
13 Ardent
14 Rubber tree
15 Pill
17 Eat in small bits
19 Eagle’s nest
21 Cry
22 Surfeit
24 Scold
26 Shine brightly
29 Declares
31 Hindu cymbals
33 Period of time
34 Earth goddess
35 Still
37 Speck
39 Exists
40 Branch
42 Emerge
victorious

44
46
48
50
51
53
55

58
61
62
64
65
66
67

Brimless cap
Portico
Vessel
Part In play
Southern
blackbird
Most
unpleasant
Country of
Central
America
Seesaw
White House
nickname
Fairy In "The
Tempest”
Guido’s high
note
Small lump
Untidy
Pinch

DOWN
1 Joint .
2 Piece out
3 Tell

ternity brothers for suggesting this
as a hunting sp o t
I w as sent before Judge Wapner. ,
.
“How do you plead?" he
snapped.
“Ignorant"
“Ignorant?!”
“Well I thought I was hunting a
deer, and I do have a lic e n c e .^
“Shut up, people who shoot
giraffes don’t deserve the privi
lege of freedom. I sentence you to
twenty years in jail to think about
it"
I walked out of the courtroom
downcast DougLouEllen stopped
me on the way.”
“How do you feel about the
Judge’s decision? “ he asked stu
pidly.
“I’m really pleased about it,
Doug.”

The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle

4 Prophet
5 Language of
ancient Rome
6 Symbol for
silver

r

10

11

r

« MM MM
’ 59

W

7 Decade
8 Goddess of
discord
9 Delusive
scheme
10 Everyone
11 Female ruff
16 Wary: slang
18 Marsh
20 Dine
22 Epic sea tales
23 Ward off
25 Mild exoletive
27 Bay window
28 Devastate
30 Stitch
32 Tennis stroke
36 Gratuity
38 Brief
41 Groaned
43 At present
45 Decayed
47 Collection of
facts
49 Carries
52 Mohammedan
priest
pi
1091
54 Depend on
56 Arabian
garment
57 Metric measure
59 Valle
60 Knock
63 Island: abbr.
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Four GV Students Attend
Governors Conference
ALLENDALE - The Michigan Travel Bureau announced the selection
of twenty-two top Michigan students representing programs in hospital
ity and'tourism to attend the 6th annual Governors Conference on
Tourism scheduled at the Grand Traverse Resort in Acme, Mich, on April
9-11.
This year’s selections include four Grand Valley students majoring in
Hospitality and Tourism Management. They are seniors David Carter,
Diana Kot and Julie Root and junior Sean Dunleavy. This is the second
consecutive year that the travel bureau hsas endorsed this state-wide
selection process. J.W. Marriott Jr. and Governor James Blanchard will
bepresenting keynote addresses. The theme of this year s conference is
"guest service."

MICHAEL
KEATON

CHRISTOPHER
LLOYD

PETER
BOYLE

STEPHEN
FURST

(EDoaDb
This morning they were playing ping-pong in the hospital rec room.
Now they’re lost in New York and framed for murder.

HCPODDD

O dU T’

e v e r y llu e s d a y , 9l-if>0pm
ID rin k S p e c ia ls e v e r y h o u r

This was never covered in group therapy.

STILL
LO O K I N G
LOR

A

NEW

A PA RT M HN T
THIS

FALL?

What about Allendale’s newest
furnished apartments?

'Each apartm ent Has:

Four guys on a field trip to reality.

IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT« « .CHRISTOPHER l KNIGHT pi
LORRAINE BRACCO ""SJON CQNNOUL DAVID IO T A “ DAVID McHUGH S M I HOLENDEIU
2T0DD H A IJM Ii SSRLTH MORLEY ™ C TIMOTHY O’MEARA S2KBEPH Jl GVRACCIOLO « £ J 0 N CONNOLLY*. DAVTD LOL'CKA
S S S S ^ S .™ ? C H R I S T O P H E R W. KNIGHT

A special advanced screening of U niversal P ictures' The
Dream Team will be show n W ednesday, April 5, 7:30pm
a t S h o w c a se G ra n d R a p id s on 2 8 th S tre e t a n d
T h u rsd a y , April 6, 7 :3 0 p m a t S tu d io 2 8 /2 0 S creen
Theater. FR EE passes for two are at the Lanthom office,
pick one up between 9am and 5pm.

Deluxe Accommodations
4 Private Sleeping Rooms
2 full Baths
Kitchen with microwave and dishwasher
Backyard Sun Patios
Front Door Parking

Look Good? Call

4 5 5 -9 0 0 0
Herington Real Estate
Herington Construction Inc.
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English English
Professor Enjoys
His "Fresh View"
Of the States
By

A pril Franklin

Guest Features Writer

Professor Donald Salter is an
exchange teacher from England
who is teaching in Professor Jim
Persoon' s place for the winter and
spring/summer semesters. Pro
fessor Persoon is teaching Salter’s
classes at the University of
Newcastle Upon Tyne in England.
Donald Salter lives at six
G rosvenor
(pronounced
“Grovenor”) Place, Jesmond,
Newcastle Upon Tyne. He also
lives in Grand Haven, Michigan—
for the time being.
Professors Salter and Persoon
are participants in a government
supported exchange program
designed to introduce them to fresh
experiences and revitalize their
teaching and thinking.
When Don Salter applied for
this program, his country’s
government could find no “perfect
match" for him. This perfect match
needed to possess the necessary
skills (teaching English, literature
and education) to teach Salter’s
classes in England.
It wasn’t until last September
that Salter found Dr. Persoon’s
resume in some old lists he had
saved. He called Persoon to
confirm that he was still interested.
Even though Professor Persoon
had forgotten about hi? application,
he was still interested. Persoon '
was a “perfect match” because he
could teach the literature side of
the job, and had also worked in
schools and with 'teachers.
Arrangements were made and the
exchange tookplace. The two met
briefly in Salter’s home inEngland.
Professor Salter is residing in a
summer homeon the shoreof Lake
Michigan. A summer home with
no heat in the upstairs— he has
slept through 32 degree nights
inside the bedroom. He will be
able to enjoy the summer, though,
since his stay extends through
August. Professor Persoon is living
in Professor Salter’s apartment in
England.
Donald Salter’s favorite things
about West Michigan include the
scenery; he finds the “ice dunes”
amazing, he notices an abundance
of wi Id animals, such as porcupines
and quai I, and he loves running on
the beach.
The things he misses most from
home are his children; Robert, 11
and Katie, 14. He misses the
nearness of spring. (Temperatures
during England’s winter rarely dip
below 20 degrees, so you can bet
Me lagan’s below zero temps give
lam a real chill!)

When

asked

about

the

challenges he faces in the States,
Salter answered, “Adjusting to
another culture and seeing it
through other people’s eyes . . .
forming a new perspective while
keeping your own perspectiveas a
dialogue [within yourself). It’s
exciting to see things fresh and
new, it’s also tempting tocomment
on things, so it’s challenging to
make sure you don’t make
premature judgments.”
He added his appreciation of
how welcoming and hospitable
Grand Valley’s students and
faculty have been. “I hope my
exchange partner is receiving half
as much generosity as I am.”
Salter noted some differences
between American and English
students.
One of the major
differences lies within the
structures of English and American
schools. Salter has done some
high school teaching in New
Jersey, so he can objectively say
that England’s high schools don’t
offer as many electives. He thinks
this may be better preparation for
college.
Students in England are much
better at writing; they write more
and they write longer essays—
they are given far fewer multiple
choice tests and quizzes. College
tuition is free in England, but
getting into college is based solely
on grades. Most students want to
go to college but only about 14
percent earn the grades to be
accepted.
According to Salter, the problem
with this difference lies in making
an adjustment to his teaching. He
is forced to change the style of his
teaching to explain things more
carefully, or more fully. “I’m
teaching a much broader spread of
intellectual ability. I think that’s a
good discipline on a teacher.”
On the other hand, Professor
Salter says that American students
are better at discussion. They are
more confident and ready to
discuss things. “There’s a better
relationship between teacher and
student here. Students are less
frightened of their teachers. I’m
very impressed with America as a
land of opportunity in education.”
Salter likes the way the American
system helps those with learning
problems; the tutoring that’s
available and the option to retake
classes. In England it’s just
assumed that ‘‘everybody can do
it.”
In closing, Salter notes, “For
every reservation I have about the
American character, I also have a
great deal of respect and admiration
for the energy and enthusiasm and
the openness of Americans.
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SOUND
From p .9
_______________________
Missile F l-1 1 ” "Massive Retaliation,” and "Atari
Baby."
music was
a space-age up beat
rhythm
. . . . The
-----------.
.rasaspace-a„
_____
laced with mono video clips. The result was'a hit
album that
. J nobody cared
c
to admit listening to,
more or less a guilty |
This round begins with the Stock, Aitken, and
Waterman produced hit'single, “Success." The
first track on the album, "AlWnoni Vs. Star Wars,”
doesn’tstart off as strong as“LoveM issileFl-l 1,"
but at least it’s different “Boom Boom Satellite”
is an unfortunate rehash of ‘Teenage Thunder,”
but other than that, the rest is new material. “Rio
Rocks," “Orgasm,” and “MAD (Mutual Assured
Destruction)" are other worthy tracks.
“I walk into a club in 100 years time and Elvis is
playing 3 chord rock’ n’ roll on unbelievable hightech. equipment...That‘s what I want to sound
like!!” Hence, them issionof SigueSigueSputnik.
Close, gang. Very close.
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WE*RE HIRING FOR NEXT YEAR!

Adviser- $4,0OO/yr.
Editor in Chief- $1920»r„
Business Manager-$11

WAR

APPLICATIONS AND RESUMES DUE APRIL 4, 1989
SUBMIT TO THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

r

NEWS EDITOR
FEATURES
C O P ffD lfC lR
APPLICATIONS DUE APRIL 21,1989
SUBMIT TO THE LANTHORN OFFICE,
FIRST FLOOR OF KIRKHOF CENTER

; A

:

A

s a l a r y

M

* “ ■

s m m s i
i

s

v_
^WRITERS/REPORTERS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
TYPESETTERS
m & m iY w a g e s
LAYOUT ARTISTS
B E P E N B m E X P E R IE N C E !
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
ADVERTISING COPYWRITERS
APPLY AT THE LANTHORN OFFICE

Unknown Fact # 2: Not many jobs on campus are open to non-work-study
students. The Lanthorn just happens to be one o f the few places on campus
where any GVSU student can work regardless o f whether financial aid is
available or not. The great thing about this fact is if you're not on workstudy, you no longer have to shovel snow or wash dishes to get your week
end spending money! CALL THE LANTHORN ABOUT THIS UNKNOWN
FACT, TODAY!
fOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE LANTHORN O ff ICE AT 8 9 5 '3 1 2 0
OR 895-8608. I f INQUIRING ABOUT BUSINESS MANAGERt EDITOR

IN CHIEF OR ADVISER POSITIONS CALL THE DEAN O f STUDENTS
OFFICE AT 8 9 5 -3 5 8 5 OR THE LANTHORN O ff ICE.
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The new members of Pi Kappa Phi
(flK®) are Randy Rogers and Andrew
Minard.
Tau Kappa Epsilon’s (TKE) newest
additions are Doug Bailey, Steve
Dougherty and Scott Mcbain.
Welcome to Zeta Delta Chi’s (ZAX)
newest additions. They are Kelly
Anspaugh, Candi Anspaugh, Stacy
Longe, Ilona Kwiek, Kris Prentiss,
By R obert Bennett
Brenda Cubitt, Sarah Hall, Jennifer
Features Writer
Haskins, Debbie Oliver and Jane Stob.
The new members of Delta Sgma Theta
Without new members, a fraternity or sorority would not exist. So this
(AZ0) are Nancy Fletcher and Sarah
week’sGreek Column is devoted to the new members of the Greek system
Blufton.
on Grand Valley’s campus.
The newest member to Alpha Phi
New members for Sigma Phi Epsilon (Zfl>E) are Grant Day, Frank
Alpha (A4>A) is James Robinson.
Henke, Todd McCarver, John Schlaefflin.'Mike Shaver, Craig Wolffis
Last but certainly not least are the
and Otis Hamlet
newest members of Sigma Sigma Sigma
The new members for Alpha Omicron Pi (AOIT) are Christy Boukamp,
(122), and they are Deena Conrad,
Pam Butler, Laura Cheney, Stacy Fomier, Joelle Gambino, Jean Gills,
Melinda Guekes, Julie Henke, Rashaun
Amy Haan, Karen Kennedy, Dawn Kujawa, Jennifer Minns, Amy Parsil,
Morrill, Mary Pumford, Bethany Simoni,
Sue Schick, Kristi Turchan, Tracy Tyler and Colleen Wlodkowski.
Kimberly Valade and Julie Veurink.
New to the Delta Zeta (AZ) organization are Amy Gallop, Tamaron
Best wishes for the future to all of the
Gourley, Tasha Greenlee, Kerry Henderson, Kristen Johnson, Kimberly
Greek organizations and their new
Johnson, Kathleen Keib, Theresa Keller, Patricia Kirsten, Kimberly
members!
MacDonald, Marianne Madcock, Jennifer McCoy, Amy Niemitalo,
Wendi Poel, Kirsten Mumma, Shari Shepherd, Laura Skinner, Jill
Vandyken, Nadene Wright and Karyn Yape.

Oldenburg Fiction
Winners Announced
ALLENDALE - The winners of the fiction and poetry
di visions of the Oldenburg Writing Contest were announced
late Friday afternoon, March 17, at the Grand Valley
Literary Festival. Carmen Lowe won first prize in the
poetry segment for her manuscript, “The Metaphysics of
Vandalism." Margaret MacPhee won the second prize, and
a third place tie was awarded Gretchen Fields and Susan
Cool.
First place fiction honors wenttodouble winner Margaret
MacPhee for her short story, “The Initiate." Second place
went to Barbara Cole for “Remodeling,” and third place to
both Margaret Bentley, for ‘Tapper’s Moment of Glory,”
and to double winner Susan Cool for “Pilgrimage.”
The Oldenburg Writing Contest was created to honor the
memory of a former faculty member of the Grand Valley
English Department, E.W. Oldenburg, and to recognize
the special abilities of Grand Valley students in the field of
non-fiction and creative writing. The contest offers four
categories, two in non-fiction, and two— poetry and
fiction— in creative writing. In this year’s competition,
each category was adjudicated by a separate panel of three
judges. It was the duty of each panel to choose three
winning manuscripts whose writers were to receive cash
awards.
The essay awards, one for freshmen and one for other
Grand Valley students, are yet to be announced.

H Mom says the
house just isn't the
same without me,
even thought
alot cleaner.99

A

I

H

2600
Seventh
NU
CHURCH
Grand
Rev.
DOUGLAS 1 1 RM Rapids
453-0693
PEDERSEN

UNITED
METHODIST

VAN’S

TROPHY SHOP
FOR ALL YOUR AWARD
AND ENGRAVING NEEDS
INCLUDING:

TROPHIES
PLAQUES
MEDALS
RIBBONS
CERTIFICATES
7649 RIVERVIEW DR.
RIVERVIEW PLAZA
JENISON, Ml 49428

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can t be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
.give your Mom a___
call Yi m can clean m >ur
room later Reach out and
touch someone ’

457-2540

tE Z s u r a
SUITES

• $39 Double
f C ^ m p ftm e ftT a ry
Continental
Breakfast
N IE W

UN

Kitchenette
TV w/ Cable & HBO
Free Local Calls

AT&T

The right choice.

L o c a te d :
1/2 B lo c k

E a s t o f f 196

3825 28th St. SW
Grandville, MI 49418
Phone (616) 531-LAND
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626
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Men's Tennis
Looks Strong
On its Return

«4 1 „ ,

\

Photo/Damon Smith

By S arah Stinson
Sports Editor
The men’s tennis team has gotten
off toasuccessful start this season,
with Grand Valley State fielding
their first team in eight years.
- Their first meet was on Sunday,
March 19, when they traveled to
Western Michigan to face the
Broncos.
WMU is a strong
Division I team, and to be invited
down to play against them said
much about the expected success
of this first year Laker squad.
Coach Tim Sutherland commented
that, “It was a good experience for
our first match, and it adds
credibility to our program.”
This past Saturday, the Lakers
competed at the newly revived
Grand Rapids City Invitational,
along with GRJC, Aquinas and
Calvin Colleges. The Lakers
placed third overall, and received
some very strong individual
performances.
First singles player Greg
VanHoeven reached the finals by
defeating Aquinas, 3-6,6-2,6-2.
Freshman Todd Sutton was a
big success in.his efforts for the
Lakers, soundly beating Calvin’s
competitor in the finals, 6-2,7-5.
Fourth singles Tom Santarles
made a strong showing in the
consolation final, 6-4, 6-3 over
Aquinas.
The first doubles duo of
VanHoeven and Justin Beckstrom
won their match in the consolation
finals by again defeating Aquinas
6-3,6-7,6-3.
E ric Steele and Todd
Zim m erm an p lay ed to the
consolation finals and won by
defaultover Aquinas’ first doubles
team.
Despite some of these good
showings, Sutherland believed
they could have played better and
commented that, “our lack of
experience show ed in the
tournament.”

Football player Mike SLazinslri grimaces in pain while raising money l a
Duffield spots for him. The annual event is expected to raise about $10.
^ themselves to offset the many costs in their budget.

Baseball Team Gains Experience
in Double Header at Michigan
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor

The Grand Valley baseball team
traveled to the University of
Michigan last week and dropped
both games of their double header,
9-2 and 10-1. They gained
som ething very valuable,
however— experiene.
Coach Andy Chopp explained
that is is hard to compete against a
Division I school that is always
ranked, like U of M, but added that
“It’s beneficial to see their good
pitching early in the year. It gives

our hitters the looks they need
when they face pitchers on a lower
caliber level.”
For the Grand Valley State club,
Chopp praised Jeff Clark, saying
he pitched well in the effort against
the Wolverines. Clark pitched 21/3 innings and allowed only two
hits in cleanup for the Lakers.
GV got six hits off of U of M in
one game, with Mike Ringwood
accounting for two of them.
So far this year, the Lakers are
5-6, with the bulk of their season
and every home game still
remaining.

Chopp gave specific credit to
Ringwood, Jeff Terpstra, Chris
Looney, Tim Smith and Tim Fritz
for being the offensive spark up to
this point “Those five have been
pretty much carrying us so far, but
we are working on getting more
productivity from the rest of the
lineup as well.”
G VSU is working into a gamefilled week and will be visiting
Aquinas College on Friday, Hope
on Saturday, Sienna Heights on
Tuesday, and Michigan State on
Wednesday.
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SATURPAY.APR1L 1
- B aseball at H opeDH- 1 p,m.
- M en 's and
W om en’s Track at
H untington R elays
(IN )- 11 a.m.
-S o ftb a ll at SIUE
10 !) T11
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Women's Hoop Says Good-bye to Successful Seniors
fourth consecutive season the
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Karrie Williams. Carrie Dillon Named Best Offensive and Defensive Playersi

(ALLENDALE)— Grand Val
ley State University will lose only
two seniors this season, but nei
ther will be forgotten for their ac
complishments on the basketball
court.
Both S herm Davenport of
Centrcville and Toni Phelps of
Saugaluck will go down in the
record books for their achieve
ments.
Davenport, who led the nation
in free throw shooting for most of
the year, set a new Grand Valley
season free throw mark by con
necting on 82 of 95 free throws for
X63, to break the old mark of .842
set by Deb Mast in 1982-83. Phelps
led the club in assists again this
year and became the career leader
with 407, breaking the old mark of
388 set by Rose Antrim.

CALENDAR

moved into seventh in career scor
ing with 856 points and eighth in
career rebounding with 608.
Sophomore Carrie Dillon
(Chatham, Ontario/ John MacG
regor) and Davenport won honor
able mention honors, while Dillon
was named torhe GLI AC All Defensive team. Dillon scored 312
points and averaged 11.6 per game.
Ali Fedio (Clarkston) was nomi
nated for freshman of the year in
the Great Lakes Conference.
Phelps moved into ninth place
in career scoring, with 731 points,
while Davenport finished her ca
reer with 549 points and 375 re
bounds.
Sophomore Shelli Nemeth
(Potterville) was second in scor
ing with 318 points (11.8) and had
163 rebounds (6.0).

-Softball vs
University of
Detroit- DH- 3:30
p.m.
TPFiFP^Y- APRIL-4

- B a s e b a l la t Sign a
Heights- DH- 1 p.m.
’ WFPNFflnAVAPR1Li

- Baseball at
Michigan State
University - DH1 p.m.
- Softball v s. W a y n e - 1
3:15 p.m.

V
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As Schaefer Sees It.

What's the Deal with Sparky?
By Steve Schaefer
Sports Writer
I like Bill Lajoie and Sparky
A nderson,butlreally question the
three deals that the Tigers made
prior to last weekend. Generally,
Lajoie has come up with trades to
bolster the Tigers; however, Eric
King for Ken W illiams, Tom
Brookensfor Charles Hudson, and
Luis Salazar for Mike Bromley
leave me with some serious
questions about their judgment.
In the first deal, the Tigers sent
25-year-old right handerEric King
to the Chicago W hite Sox for
outfielder Ken Williams, 24. On
one hand, the Tigers acquired a
potentially solid outfielder for a
solid, yet unproven pitcher. On
the other hand. King is young and
will probably win 15gamesfortbe
W hite Sox, while Williams tries to

build on an injury plagued .159
season. I think that Sparky got rid
of King because of lm t year’s
spring training quarrel. My only
question is in wondering if King’s
value was fully realized in
Williams. W ell, they say trades
take two years to find out how
good it really was, so let’s hope
that Williams isn’t another Gary
Pettis and King doesn’t become a
20 game winner for the Sox.
The second deal sent 35-yearold mainstay third baseman Tom
Brookens to the Yankees for right
hander Charles Hudson. The trade
is physically beneficial to the
Tigers,givingthemayounger(30)
player and a solid arm. However,
it removes Brookens, who, along
with Trammell, represented the
heartof the baUclub. Many players
were sad to see the old pro go. Yet,
the trade gives third base to

promising youngsters like Torey
Lovullo and Chris Brown. Let’s
just hope that the loss o f Brookens
will not disrupt that winning Tiger
chemistry.
The final trade may be the best
trade. The Tigers sent infielder
Luis Salazar to the Padres for 25year-old shortstop Mike Bromley.
Bromley is young, fast, and can
hit. He will be an able backup for
Trammell, as well as a good pinch
runner for the Tigers. Despite
Salazar’s early ’88 contribution,
the Tigersmade a steal. Salazar is
on his way to the end o f the Padre
bench, but Bromley adds some
.depth to the Tiger infield.
I guess that I will afford Lajoie
some time before asking for his
resignation. His past track record
is good, but let’s hope that he and
Anderson made the right deals for
the right reasons.

pack. He knows it’s not over yet
can

and

l i h a t f ||p
had to stoop to the levelof having
hiscatpick for him last week, but
she did beat m e.”
In picking the Sweet 16 games,
Mark Halstead and Sarah Stinson
fared the best, taking 5 o f the 8
correctly, with N ietling one
behind at four, and Tim Padot,
the resident basketball expert,
holding back at 3.
This week, the fearless four'
will pick the last twogames before

63fc (2 5 4 0 ) overall
Duke vs Illinois

S arah Stinson
68% (27-40) overall
Michigan vs Duke

E ric N ietling
73% (2 9 4 0 ) overall
Illinois vs Seton H all
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We’ve Got
You Covered.

Tuesday Nights
at

Cameras • Quality Photo Finishing
Darkroom Supplies • A/V Equipment
Film * Knowledge and Experience.

Electric Avenue

A R D E N ’S

Enjoy 25c Draft Beer 8 to 10 p.m.

PHOTO •MART/AUDIO* VISUAL, INC

1000 W FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49504 • (616) 456-7831

Must be 19 to enter and if you're 21, receive
one free admission with your party pass.

r
MicJuyui-'i. Q in td MUfUcLL"

P arty P a ss
G ood for on e free adm ission
on C ollege N igh t Tuesday's
at
Electric A venue
2120 28th Street

One Month ZlnCimited-

TA N N IN G $ 4 5
Or 10 Visits fo r only $30
exp. 4 /1 5 /8 9

Must be 21 to use this pass, expires 4-11-89

Call895-7151 for apt. “Watkins “Welcome

I 9 am-7 pm Tues. - Fri. 9am - 2 pm Sat.
...-....- ....-................. ............................

Do YOU ONLY kWcW VoUR FRiEhlOS BVEtE CARS They DRtVE ?
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Small Companies Remain Single
Despite Allure of College Dollars
(CPS)— Smaller companies

money, facilities and sometimes

be overlooked,” Legan said, “but

have remained “single” in the
decade-long fad o f corporate

whole buildings, w hile the

they also have not sought

university donates scientists and

universities out.”

“research marriages” to college

students to provide the brain- and
man-power.
Studentsget grants andjob leads.

At East Carolina University, for
instance, most private research
money tends to come from the

Companies get quality research at
a fraction of the cost of setting up
special labs of their own.

larger companies, said Robert
Franke, director of sponsored

cam puses, a recent Purdue
University study said.
Inasurvey o f 86 high-tech, fastgrowth, firms, Purdue researcher
Greg Legan found that smaller
companies — those with annual
budgets between $30 million and

General Motors, IBM and even
Hershey’s, among others, have

$ 100 m illion— generally haven’t
“married" universities in as great

and Johns Hopkins universities.

num bers

as

th e ir

married schools such as Penn State

Services

programs at the North Carolina
school.
“W e do not shut doors to
anybody,” Franke said, but if
there’s a choice between a larger
company — which usually pays
all expenses — and a smaller

larg er

The universities of Oregon, Texas
an Tennessee have also left the

In part it’s because colleges

company with a limited budget,

themselves leave the sm aller firms

single life behind in recent years.
Legan found colleges don’t

at the altar, Legan said.

bother to court firms that aren’t

company.”

competitors.

In such marriages, corporations
that need research give schools

“we would go for the larger

corporate behemoths.
“The small companies tend to

THEREARETWOHKS TO
BEOOMMCA NURSEM THEARMY.
A nd they’re both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member o f the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus o n the left
means you’re part o f a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
_
_ _____
not the exception. T he gold bar ]_____^
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. O r call toll free 1-800-USA-ARM Y.

ARM Y NURSE CORPS. BE A LLYO U CAN BE.

For details, call 212-864-2000
or w rite: AIRHITCH, 2901
RESEARCH
P A P E R S . Broadway, Suite 100G, NY, NY
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog ,002526-4tp
$2.00. R esearch, 11322 Idaho.
#206 XT, Los A ngeles 90025,
W anted
T o ll F ree (8 0 0 )3 5 1 -0 2 2 2 ,
E xt.33. VISA/M C OR COD.
tfnc W R IT E R S AND A R TISTS
f o r . t h e L anthorn. M ust be
TERM
P A P E R S , energetic, and able to m eet
P rio r experience
R E S U M E S , etc. A ccurate, deadlines.
professional, reliable, reasonable. preferred, but not necessary. For
532-2960.
24-4tp more info o r to apply, stop in the
L a n th o rn office, low er level
Recreation
K irkhof C enter, 895-3120 o r
895-3608.
tfnc
HORSEBACK
RIDING •
m ale
The Flying H orseshoe R iding N o a - s m o k i u g ,
stu
d
en
t
looking
for
a
place
to
Ranch Inc. is opening for public
riding on Good Friday, March 24. rent in A llendale area for the
M iles o f scenic wooded trails in m onth o f A p ril.
P hone
Yankee Springs Rec. Area. L ott 895-6094 and leave a message.
o f horses. Ride with o r without
24-2tp
a guide. Phone 1-795-7119 or
1 -6 9 4 -4 1 5 8 .
26-tfc W A N TED : Rugby players for
G rand R apids R ugby C lub.
Meetings
Come play for the state's best.
C all B ill (RK) Simaz Public Relations Student Society 453-1628. If no answer leave
o f America meets every Monday message.
26-ltp
at 6:30 p.m . in the Bay
Room/KC. Call Dan Martuch at C L A SSIFIE D ADS w an ted
895-5323 for more information.
for the Lanthorn. $3.00 for first
15 words. 150 for each additional
Personals
word. $1.00 for border. All ads
must be prepaid. The Lanthorn
H E A D IN G F O R E U R O P E office is in the lower level of
this summer (or anytime?) Jet Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The
there from DTT, ORD, or CLE Lanthorn, Grand Valley SAte
for no more than $299, or from U n iv ersity , A llen d ale , MI
the East Coast for no more than 49401. Deadline is six days prior
$160 w ith A IR H ITCH as to publication (Thursday at 5
reported in Consumer Reports, p.m.). For our 10 words for $1
NY Tim es, L et's Go, and GVSU student rate show your
national network morning shows. I.D. at the Lanthorn office.

STUDENT SENA TE NEW S
The guest speaker at last Thursday's Student
Senate meeting was Doug Klunk of ARA. He
discussed the usage of styrofoam dinnerware on
campus. Unlike many styrofoam products, he stated
that the ones they use do not contain harmful
flourocarbons; however, they are not biodegradable.
He is currently looking into obtaining dinnerware that is
both feasible and environmentally safe. It was also
noted that the bags used by the bobkstore are
biodegradable.

In other news, it was recommended and approved
by the Senate that a light be placed at the intersections
of 42nd and Fillmore and 48th and West Campus Drive.
Better illumination of these intersections may help
prevent future accidents. It was also recommended
and approved that the Fieldhouse Arena be renamed
the George MacDonald Arena to honor Dr. George
MacDonald, retiring director of intercollegiate athletics.
Student Senate meetings are held every Thursday
at 4:30 in the Portside Room/KC. All are welcome to
attend.

Tickets to the President's
Ball on April 15 are
currently on sale in the
Student Activities office.
Student Senate elections
are being held April 4 & 5.
Voting will take place in
both the Commons and
Kirkhof Center.

Join us and learn
Product fam ily, and the new
program on campus

April 3,1989 From
Eberhard Center, Room
AND
Macintosh II

April 4,1989 from 9am-4pm
Kirkhof Center, Lobby
Refreshements will be available.

Macintosh SE
Meet with Apple representatives, and a representative from Advance Management.
Systems, to determine which system will be right for you.

Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Advance Management Systents is an A uthorized Higher Education Dealer.

